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Vital Wheels: Disability, Relationality, and
the Queer Animacy of Vibrant Things

JULIA WATTS BELSER

This article probes the philosophical and political significance of the relationships between
wheelchair activists and their wheelchairs. Analyzing disability memoirs and the work of a
professional wheelchair dancer, I argue that wheelers frequently experience complex relation-
ality and queer kinships with their wheels. By bringing the artistry of disabled writers and
dancers into conversation with the notions of human–material relations in the work of
Donna Haraway, Jane Bennett, Stacy Alaimo, and Mel Chen, I show how alternative ani-
macies shape wheelers’ conceptions of interdependence and movement. The sensuous plea-
sure they take in their wheels queers conventional conceptions of how humans should relate
to things. New materialist philosophy has increasingly drawn attention to the porous bound-
aries between the human and material world. But where posthumanist philosophers have lar-
gely aimed to dethrone the sovereignty of the human, disability activists use alternative
animacies to raise up a devalued and discounted portion of humanity: to emphasize the
agency and capacity of those whose lives are often cast as pitiable and powerless, to express
a queer feminist disability culture and politics, and to claim the transgressive vitality and
vibrant artistry of life with disability.

The disabled body has served as provocative interlocutor for theorists articulating a
renewed place for the material within feminist philosophy and ethics. Donna Har-
away imagines the modern human as a cyborg, a hybrid of organism and machine
that destabilizes conceptions of nature and culture, human and animal, natural and
technological (Haraway 1991). Haraway situates cyborg consciousness as characteris-
tic of all contemporary bodies. Yet she appeals to disability as the quintessential
expression of cyborg identity, using visible disability to illustrate the hybrid fusion of
human and machine. More recently, Stacy Alaimo’s trans-corporeal approach to ecol-
ogy and environmental justice tracks the volatile material interchange among human
bodies, toxins, and genes to challenge the notion of self and world as separate entities
and to reveal how “the material world becomes the very substance of self” (Alaimo



2010, 3).1 Like Haraway, Alaimo emphasizes the porous interactivity of all human
bodies. Yet she too turns to disability to illustrate the radical inescapability of trans-
corporeality (12).

In both the scholarly register and the popular imagination, trans-corporeality
becomes tangible through the embodied witness of disability. People with notable dis-
abilities disrupt the fantasy of the ruggedly independent body (Fritsch 2010). Disabil-
ity challenges the dominant assumption that bodies are neatly bounded powerhouses
of capacity. Disabled bodies belie conventional conceptions of the body as secure,
enclosed, and sovereign (Bost 2009). The disabled body is not alone in this respect.
Stigmas of permeability and contagion shape prevailing discourses of race and class-
marked bodies, just as they characterize negative conceptions of feminine and queer
corporealities (Singer 1993). Yet disability displays the vulnerability of the human
body in a particularly concrete way, forcing an acknowledgment that human being is
radically affected as flesh meets world (Garland-Thomson 2012, 342).

Dominant culture recognizes—and recoils from—the trans-corporeality of the dis-
abled body. When people speak of the “indignity” of disability and lament disability
as a condition that cannot be endured, they imagine disability as devastation of
human independence, a fate presumed to be worse than death. Challenging this
equation has been a foundational aim of both grassroots disability justice activism
and feminist disability studies, which aims, in Kim Q. Hall’s words, to identify and
critique “those historical, social, cultural, and political forces that have declared dis-
abled life to be unlivable” (Hall 2011, 6). Consider the way death and dependence
are contested through the work of Not Dead Yet, a disability activist group that
opposes the legalization of assisted suicide for people who are old, ill, or disabled
(Switzer 2003, 148–52). Activists protest the dominant assumption that people with
disabilities are almost/already dead and the oft-voiced claim that people with disabili-
ties would be “better off dead.” By arguing explicitly that people with disabilities and
terminal illnesses are not dead (yet), activists resist the assessment of disabled bodies
as inanimate flesh. The strategic positioning of “yet” highlights the way the still-
living disabled person remains perennially at risk, subject to erasure by euthanasia.

This association with deadness is not limited to the disabled body, but also to the
physical artifacts of disability. Disability brings people into intimate relations with
material things. Wheelchairs, prostheses, screen readers, cochlear implants, and other
forms of accessible technology are often central to the lived experience of disability.
Dominant culture commonly treats these accessibility aids as dead matter, inert and
inanimate. But conventional rhetoric also suggests that accessible technology has the
power to deaden flesh. In the phrase “wheelchair-bound,” the wheelchair itself
becomes an active, sinister agent: the one who binds, traps, and constrains the
human within its medicalized embrace.

Within the lively circles of disability culture, in the intimate relationality that
emerges between wheelers and their wheels, wheelchairs are rarely experienced as
inanimate objects. In this essay, I probe the philosophical and political implications
of the relationships that develop between disability activists and their wheelchairs.
Cultures fashion what linguists term “animacy hierarchies,” broad conceptual means
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of ordering and ranking the value of diverse beings and things based on the perceived
liveliness of each being (Chen 2012, 24–26). Though dominant culture usually con-
signs the wheelchair to the realm of “dead matter,” wheelers tend to highlight our
chairs’ animacy and aliveness. Wheelchairs occupy an intimate space: simultaneously
an expression of our own body-forms and a distinct, independent entity—a vital,
vibrant being. Building upon Tobin Siebers’s claim that “disability experience has the
potential both to augment social critique and to advance emancipatory political
goals” (Siebers 2008, 122), I analyze contemporary disability memoir and performance
to demonstrate the cultural and political salience of wheelers’ relationships with their
wheelchairs.2 Such a focus, I acknowledge, risks reinforcing a dominant cultural script
that links disability with the wheelchair, a representation of disability that has often
been used to legitimize certain forms of impairment over and against others (Fritsch
2013). People with other disabilities also develop complex relations with material
technologies and use alternative animacies to political effect. Yet there is something
strikingly particular about the relations between humans and certain material forms,
a particularity that emerges most clearly when we direct our attention to a specific
expression of disability culture. Thus, I focus on the relations between wheelers and
wheelchairs, an intimate engagement between wheel and flesh that is central to my
own embodied experience.

The relationships that develop between wheelers and their wheels, I argue, express a
politically potent form of queer animacy, transgressing expected lines of corporeal inti-
macy and care. By challenging the prevailing tendency to divide the world into “dull
matter” and “vibrant life,” wheelers’ queer animacies demand a revaluation of the rela-
tions between people and things. But where posthumanist philosophers have often
aimed to dethrone the sovereignty of the human and undermine notions of human
power, disability activists use alternative animacies to raise up a devalued and dis-
counted portion of humanity—to assert the agency and capacity of humans whose lives
are often cast as pitiable and powerless, to express a queer feminist disability culture and
politics, and to claim the transgressive vitality and vibrant artistry of life with disability.

THE VITALITY OF THINGS: ANIMACY AS POLITICAL DISCOURSE IN DISABILITY CULTURE

New materialist philosophy has drawn critical attention to the agency and vitality of
things. As Jane Bennett argues, a renewed appreciation for the vitality of material
things has the potential to reshape our relations with the world. “Encounters with
lively matter,” she writes, “can chasten [our] fantasies of human mastery, highlight
the common material of all that is, expose a wider distribution of agency, and reshape
the self and its interests” (Bennett 2010, 122). Refiguring the animacy and agency of
matter has critical political implications, not only with regard to disability, but also
with regard to race, gender, environment, and species. Highlighting the potent ways
that rhetorical assertions of animality and inanimacy are mobilized against minority
communities, Chen asserts that animacy is profoundly implicated in “questions of
power and the recognition of different subjects, as well as ostensible objects” (Chen
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2012, 9). Animacy assertions perform critical political work in structuring both
the power relations between humans, as well as between the human and more-than-
human world. In this paper, I argue that disability activists often use alternative
animacies to resist and subvert ableist assumptions of dominant culture. Although
disability activists rarely draw explicit attention to the political significance of our
relations with things as such, alternative relationality with “cripped things” is a wide-
spread, politically potent aspect of disability culture.

Disability activists commonly amplify the animacy of wheelchairs as a way to
resist the (in)animacy assumptions of dominant culture. Harriet McBryde Johnson
recalls organizing a telethon protest where her wheels were hemmed in by the
ponderous pace of the pedestrian parade. “My bouncy little E&J Marathon,” she
writes, “ . . . likes to zip and dart and is impatient with this slow walking-person pace”
(Johnson 2005, 59). In Johnson’s telling, her electric wheelchair feels irritation when
confined to the strictures of the walking world. Her description of her chair’s emo-
tional response countermands a prevailing ableist assumption that wheelchair users
must surely lament being unable to walk. Johnson deploys this story while describing
a protest she organized against the Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Association tele-
thon, an event widely reviled by disability activists for its caricature of children with
disabilities as passive, suffering victims and its desire to play on the audience’s pity to
generate charity (Hershey 1997). In a Parade magazine cover article discussing the
telethon, Lewis describes a wheelchair user as “half a person” and the chair itself as a
“steel imprisonment” that is “the dystrophic child’s plight” (Lewis 1990).

Johnson counters Lewis’s appeal to the tragedy and pathos of life with a disability
by emphasizing the capacity and vitality she finds in and through her wheels. Although
such rhetorical strategies have considerable political utility, some activists and theorists
have questioned whether an emphasis on power and capacity inadvertently plays into
the prevailing values of contemporary culture and further privileges the “able-disabled”
(Wendell 2013). As we will see in the accounts that follow, the lure of agency and
power remains strong, particularly among athletic wheelers whose muscular arms and
toned upper bodies align (albeit in a somewhat queer way) with dominant culture’s val-
orization of fitness and physical strength.3 Yet Johnson’s own account suggests that
agency need not be expressed through the body’s individual physical capacities. In
recounting her embodied political resistance, Johnson makes strategic use of wheel-
chair animacy to counter Lewis’s claims. When she recounts her own involvement in
the protest parade, she emphasizes the mobility and agility of her electric wheelchair.
Johnson’s remark upends the conventional value ascribed to being able to walk, instead
valorizing the lively animacy of her wheels. Her chair’s impatience becomes a protest
against the ableist presumption that all humans should march at a walker’s pace. John-
son uses the animacy of her wheels to reject Lewis’s portrayal of disability as tragic defi-
ciency. Where Lewis imagines a suffering disabled child “imprisoned” by a steel
monstrosity, Johnson’s chair feels “held back” by the slow-motion walking world. Using
verbs that highlight the playful, childlike quality of her wheels—describing her chair
as eager to race ahead, to zip, to dart—Johnson contrasts Lewis’s image of the pitiful
disabled child with her own lived sense that her wheels can feel delight.
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QUEER ANIMACIES: TRANSGRESSIVE RELATIONALITY BETWEEN HUMANS AND THINGS

The intricate and intimate relationships that arise between wheelers and wheelchairs
give rise to queer expressions of animacy that transgress what Chen terms “the proper
intimacies . . . between humans and nonhuman things” (Chen 2012, 11).4 Articulat-
ing queer relationality across the in/animate divide, Judith Halberstam describes the
queer relations between a woman and a cabinet in the independent queer dyke film
Flaming Ears, noting the tenderness and mutual exchange that emerges between
woman and object (Halberstam 1997, 191). Whereas Halberstam draws attention to
human and nonhuman romantic exchange, Suzanne Bost accentuates the queerness
present in the embodied kinships forged between humans and technology in the con-
text of life-sustaining care. Analyzing Cherr�ıe Moraga’s memoir of the hospitalization
of her premature son, Bost reveals how the incubator that kept Moraga’s infant alive
“crosses boundaries between body and plastic, mother and machine” (Bost 2009,
354). Chronicling the intertwined connections between incubator walls and her own
milk-hardened breasts, Moraga’s motherhood reveals the profound intimacies of life
with machines.

The queer animacies that exist between wheelers and wheelchairs reveal the
transgressive potential of human relations with technology. They destabilize the
expected notion of the human as sovereign and solitary in relation to inert objects,
violating the emotional flatness that is presumed to govern the relations humans have
with their owned things. In prose that accentuates the delight she takes in savoring
her wheels, Johnson describes “the great sensual pleasure to zoom by power chair on
these delicious muggy streets” (Johnson 2005, 2). The anonymous blogger Wheelchair
Dancer likewise emphasizes the sensuous physicality of moving with a chair, empha-
sizing the pleasure of movement, not simply its functional significance:

I can stroke the wheel with my fingers—it’s a sexy feeling. And when I do
it, I feel every last ridge of the tyre as it passes under my fingers. My fin-
gers are the things to watch; they love and caress the wheel as it rolls
underneath my hands. (Wheelchair Dancer 2009c)

Dancer’s language highlights the interaction between wheeler and wheels, the way
wheeled movement draws flesh, muscle, and metal together in concert. The tire ridges
as they pass beneath fingers, the caress of a wheel as it rolls beneath hand express a
queer animacy: a practice of living and loving across the human/nonhuman divide.

WHEELS IN MOTION: ANIMACY, RELATIONALITY, AND THE RECOGNITION OF BEAUTY

Disability culture’s queer animacies emerge strikingly in the tendency to figure wheel-
chairs as beautiful. Feminist environmental ethicist Sandra Lubarsky conceptualizes
beauty as “a marker of vitality,” a way of recognizing “life-affirmative patterns of rela-
tionships” (Lubarsky 2012, 2). While acknowledging feminist critiques of oppressive
dimensions of beauty discourse, Lubarsky argues that beauty should be located in
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“patterns of adjustment that both enable and express life.” Lubarsky’s assessment of
beauty amplifies the political dimensions of beauty claims in disability communities.
Locating beauty within the wheelchair serves as both a personal and political retort
to a broader ableist culture that perceives wheelchairs as sources of limitation.
Describing his first realization of the beauty inherent in wheels, paraplegic journalist
John Hockenberry writes:

It took years of being in a wheelchair before I could be truly amazed by
what it could do, and what I could do with it. On a winter night in Chi-
cago, after a light snow, I rolled across a clean stretch of pavement and
felt the smooth frictionless glide of the icy surface. I made a tight turn
and chanced to look around and back from where I had just come. The
street lamp cast soft icicle rainbows that arched over and highlighted the
white surface with bursts of color. Tracing out from where I sat, I saw two
beautiful lines etched in the snow. They began as parallel and curved,
then they crossed in an effortless knot at the place where my wheelchair
turned to look back. My chair had made those lines. The knot was the
signature of every turn I had ever made, revealed by the wintry template
of newly fallen snow. It was the first time I dared to believe that a wheel-
chair could make something, or even be associated with something, so
beautiful. (Hockenberry 1996, 207)

Hockenberry figures his wheelchair as an intimate partner in the creation of beauty,
an essential player in the artistry. In Hockenberry’s account, the recognition of
beauty is narrated through striking assertions of wheelchair animacy. His wheelchair
“makes lines.” His chair even “turns” and “looks back.” When he describes the snow
lines as “the signature of every turn I had ever made,” the language brings wheeler
and wheel into an integrated whole, figuring the pair as artisans capable of rare and
unexpected beauty.

Aesthetic attention to wheelers and wheelchairs is particularly salient within the
field of integrated dance, particularly in modern dance companies that incorporate
both disabled and nondisabled dancers. Wheelchair Dancer, a disabled dancer who
has danced with a professional repertory company and as a freelance wheelchair dan-
cer in the United States and Europe, highlights the critical intersections of gender,
race, and disability that emerge within performance space. Rather than simply aiming
to adapt and accommodate a disabled body to the forms of classical dance tradition,
integrated dance aims to “engage the possibilities that come from being a wheelchair
user” (Wheelchair Dancer 2013a). Yet the focus of integrated dance remains centered
on physical disability, not on gender or race. Reflecting on the difficulties of explic-
itly integrating gender and race into her performance, Wheelchair Dancer notes that
her presence as a wheelchair user seems to overwrite audience attention to her per-
formance as a woman of color (Wheelchair Dancer 2011b).5

Integrated dance calls powerful attention to the artistic possibilities of disability.
Emphasizing the centrality of the wheelchair within dance performance, Dancer
writes, “Modern dance activates my chair. I get in it, out of it, partner it, lift it,
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wheelie it, spin it, lie on it, hang on it, balance my partner on it, slop out of it, push
with it, dismantle it” (Wheelchair Dancer 2006). Her wheels are a vital extension of
her own athleticism and the possibilities of her performance. Her dance has incorpo-
rated rolls and cartwheels—moves that require her to be strapped into the chair, an
ironic redeployment of the motif of a woman bound to her wheelchair (Wheelchair
Dancer 2011f). Because disability is so pervasively associated with awkwardness or
ugliness, the beauty of a disabled dancer is often intensely surprising to viewers.6

Some audience members persist in “not seeing disability” within integrated dance,
but Dancer perceives disability as central to the art. “The power of my lines and
uniqueness of my movement,” she argues, “come from the shape and capacities of my
chair. I look different; I move differently. To watch me is to watch someone seated
in a wheelchair. To try to erase that is to try to erase half of my body and most of
the movement” (Wheelchair Dancer 2013b). Though some audience members see
disabled dancers as “overcoming” their disabilities, Dancer actively resists this trope.
As a dancer, she has trained her body and pushed her physical limits, but she has
not sought to efface the realities of disability. Instead, she seeks “to be in my disabil-
ity as wholly as possible and to extend my disabled body as a disabled body so that it
could be as free and full as possible without trying to repair or cure it” (Wheelchair
Dancer 2011c). The artistry of integrated dance aims to draw the viewer’s eye to the
aesthetic and artistic possibilities inherent in disability—to celebrate the copious
potential of the disabled body, to reimagine disabled physicality as a creative space,
to fully inhabit the uncanny capaciousness of disability.

RELATIONALITY WITH/IN WHEELS: CYBORGS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Disability studies theorists have often engaged Haraway’s cyborg to explore the trans-
gressive potential of disabled bodies within contemporary culture. Though I find Har-
away a provocative interlocutor, I avoid characterizing the relations between wheeler
and wheelchair in cyborg terms. Haraway describes the cyborg as a hybrid creature, a
fusion of human and machine into a single blended entity (Haraway 1991). The sin-
gularity of the cyborg effaces the relationality that I see as central to the engagements
between wheelers and their wheels. I emphasize the intricate partnership that exists
between two interconnected yet distinct beings: wheeler and wheelchair. Nor does
Haraway’s notion of the cyborg grapple with the political significance of disability in
contemporary culture. Within the highly techno-scientific culture of late capitalism,
Haraway imagines all humans as cyborgs. “We are all chimeras,” she claims, “theo-
rized and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism” (Haraway 1991, 178). Yet the
cyborg evokes disability. To redeploy Orwell’s famous assessment of dystopian
inequalities, if we are all cyborgs, some of us are nonetheless much more cyborg than
others.7 Charting the revulsion and fascination with which able-bodied people often
respond to the extraordinariness of disabled bodies, Siebers argues that Haraway’s
cyborg mythos fails to contend with the social marginalization of disabled people
(Siebers 2006, 178). Alison Kafer critiques Haraway’s facile association between
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disability and the cyborg; Kafer argues that a disabled feminist reading of the cyborg
should emphasize the potential of disabled people to be cyborgs “not because of our
bodies,” but “because of our political practices” (Kafer 2013, 120). Other critiques
have drawn attention to the way that modern cyborg figures—the bio-enhanced sol-
dier or the wheelchair basketball athletes of Murderball—valorize hyper-masculinist
notions of disability power in ways that celebrate aggression, virility, and violence
(Barounis 2009; Erevelles 2011, 124–25; Kafer 2013, 106).

Conceptualizing disability as a cyborg identity, I argue, has pernicious implications
for the erasure of disabled flesh. The technological form of the cyborg too easily
eclipses disabled muscle and bone. In the cyborg form, Wheelchair Dancer notes,
“the mechanical and the fleshly are distinct but fused into one humanoid organism.
There’s no excess; technology replaces the flesh” (Wheelchair Dancer 2011a). Dan-
cer’s prose, by contrast, emphasizes the importance of conserving the fleshiness of the
disabled body. She has both “legs and wheels—my chair does not replace my legs.”
Accessible technology coexists with her flesh. She writes, “My crutches are part of
my arms—when I use them to make a dance line—and extra spines when I use them
to support me and when I shift all of my weight on to the conjunction of arm and
crutch.” For Dancer, this mode of thinking conceptualizes “disabled anatomy not as a
set of functioning and failed body parts, bits that have partially been replaced by
technology, but as a body that is extended and expanded by its technology” (Wheel-
chair Dancer 2011a).

Instead of conceptualizing the disabled body as a fusion of technology and flesh, I
situate the wheeled self in the trans-corporeal space where flesh and technology inter-
act—an expansive relational space where wheeler interacts with wheelchair. Wheel-
ers’ queer animacies figure this interactivity as an integral part of a self that is
configured and constituted in relationship. The mutuality between wheeler and chair
demands an understanding of how hand and tire interrelate, how weight affects
wheel. Motion and presence are unified; the self is expressed in and through wheels.
Reflecting on the most quotidian of wheelchair movements, Dancer describes the act
of pushing in a way that underscores the relationality between wheeler and chair:

When I push, I feel the force ride up through my body as my shoulders
push down and out. It’s a move of power, yes, but it is also a move that
looks for the momentum of the chair. *I* emerge from the push. It’s a
move that suggests a butterfly coming out of its chrysalis; instead, my body
picks up the forward movement and together we ride the power out into
the world. (Wheelchair Dancer 2009c)

Dancer’s description begins with the force the user brings to the push, the physicality
of the motion of body and shoulder and hand upon wheel. But the power that
emerges from the push is not entirely her own. Describing the push as the emergence
of butterfly from chrysalis, she imagines her self unfolding from the momentum of
shoulder and wheel. Intermingled singular and plural pronouns highlight the intimate
relationality of wheeler and chair. Her “I” emerges from the push, as “we” roll into
the world.
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Wheelchair Dancer often uses the language of “We/I” to underscore the partner-
ship she experiences with her chair, phrasing that highlights the interactivity
between wheeler and wheels (Wheelchair Dancer 2009a). The complex pronoun
“We/I” is emblematic of disabled relationality, a form of being-together in which
the chair becomes part of the self while simultaneously existing as an independent
other. Dancer can speak both of her chair as an extension of her own body and
relate to the chair as an independent actor, with her own “interior” life and needs.
Although lack of responsiveness can emerge from something as obvious as a flat
tire, the rigors of dancing also take their toll on her chair’s body, just as they do
on her flesh. Accident and injury can befall not just the human partner, but also
animate technology. In a haunting acknowledgment of a wheelchair’s physical frail-
ties, Dancer grapples with the contingencies of her wheelchair’s material presence:
“My chair is alive, a body as vulnerable to change as my first body” (Wheelchair
Dancer 2009b).

AGENCY AND (IN)DEPENDENCE IN A WORLD OF VITAL MATTER

Although wheelers’ queer animacies accentuate the liveliness of our wheels and
emphasize the intense relationality that conditions these partnerships, these animacy
claims ultimately aim to amplify the agency and vitality of people with disabilities.
The strategic use of queer animacy to stress human capacity marks a striking differ-
ence from the aims of many new materialist and posthumanist philosophers. Posthu-
manist thought challenges, in Karen Barad’s words, the premise that “the human in
its exceptional way of being gets to hold all of the ‘goodies’ like agency, intentional-
ity, rationality, feeling, pain, empathy, language, consciousness, imagination, and
much more” (Barad 2012, 27). Posthumanist thinkers make an important philosophi-
cal intervention with regard to the human/nonhuman divide. Yet posthumanism’s
critics charge that such efforts have often failed to grapple with the legacies of race,
colonialism, and social domination (Jackson 2014). Posthumanist critique of “the
human” as the holder of capacity and agency blurs structural dimensions of power
and privilege. Agency, rationality, and empathy are routinely afforded to some
humans, and systematically denied to others.

For new materialist and posthumanist philosophers, heightened attention to the
vitality of material things decenters the role of human agency. In accentuating the
animacy of matter, Bennett stresses the emergent, active power of more-than-human
systems like electrical grids or storm patterns to express agency and to act in the
world. Bennett downplays the ability of humans to shape and control “things” accord-
ing to our will. Using the image of a human riding a bike on a gravel road, Bennett
argues that “one can throw one’s weight this way or that, inflect the bike in one
direction or toward one trajectory of motion. But the rider is but one actant opera-
tive in the moving whole” (Bennett 2010, 38). In Bennett’s description, motion
emerges through the interaction of frame, wheel, wind, body, and terrain. Human
action and intention are but one small part of a complex, vibrant system.
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The diminished role of human agency is particularly striking in Bennett’s portrayal
of her own authorial acts. “The sentences of this book,” she writes, “also emerged
from the confederate agency of many striving macro- and microactants: from ‘my’
memories, intentions, contentions, intestinal bacteria, eyeglasses, and blood sugar, as
well as from the plastic computer keyboard, the bird song from the open window, or
the air or particulates in the room” (Bennett 2010, 23). Bennett’s vivid description
makes complex agency within assemblages vibrant for her readers. Yet her philosophi-
cal intervention is made possible through a confluence of professional confidence and
personal status that renders Bennett’s agency effectively secure in the public eye. Phi-
losophy professors can safely push the boundaries of efficacy, agency, and assemblage,
but the ability to act as a self remains a contested life-or-death issue for many people
with disabilities—especially those who are multiply marginalized by race, gender, sex-
uality, age, and/or class. Within medical and psychiatric institutions, in legal debates
over disabled people’s right to self-determination, and in ordinary public and private
discourse, the agency of people with disabilities comes under fire. Public conceptions
of disablement threaten to efface and overwrite disabled people’s ability to direct the
course of our own lives. In such a context, insisting on disabled agency—while con-
tinuing to value complex interrelationship with other humans, animals, and material
things—remains a political necessity.

By foregrounding the relationality that exists between wheelers and their wheels,
a queer-animacies approach amplifies the vitality and capacity of wheelchair users.
Wheelchair Dancer’s complex conception of agency and animacy in relation to her
chair emphasizes the directive power and intentional artistry of the wheeler while
nonetheless highlighting the liveliness of the wheels and underscoring the chair’s
contribution to their body-movement partnership. She asserts in strong terms the
agency of the dancer, critiquing the way that wheelchair “dancers become conflated
with our chairs to such an extent that we are invisible” (Wheelchair Dancer 2010).
Critiquing a popular article that celebrated how a new power chair allowed a disabled
woman to dance again, Dancer writes:

Our chairs are beautiful. But the chairs don’t dance. They don’t move,
express, or speak until we move them. We control them; we know how to
exploit their architecture to construct beautiful lines, extraordinary snap-
shots; we know how to direct your attention as an audience member, to
make you see the chair as chair and as part of our bodies. (Wheelchair
Dancer 2010)

In this passage, Dancer uses stark language to highlight the immobility, inexpressive-
ness, and muteness of a wheelchair without its wheeler. I use the pronoun “its” inten-
tionally here, for Dancer’s portrayal offers no hint of animacy in this moment. Her
emphasis lies entirely on the agency and intentionality of the dancer, who “controls”
the chair and “exploits” its possibilities in order to “direct” the attention of the audi-
ence for specific, artistic ends. Strong verbs highlight the power of the human artist,
whom Dancer figures as able to maneuver and manipulate chair and viewer alike.
The reassertion of a stark animacy dichotomy is strategic, overtly political. Although
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Dancer clearly inhabits a world in which wheels are vital and vibrant matter,
acknowledgment of their animacy depends upon her interlocutor’s recognition of the
agency and animacy of people with disabilities.

Assertions of wheelchair inanimacy also take on political significance in the con-
text of the conventional association between disability and dependency. Drawing
critical attention to the cultural assessment of disabled (and racialized) bodies as par-
ticularly and problematically reliant upon others, Chen argues, “the question then
becomes which bodies can bear the fiction of independence and of uninterruptability”
(Chen 2011, 274). In ableist discourse, a state of profound dependence is often fig-
ured as the end of a meaningful life. Advocating to legalize assisted suicide, the Hem-
lock Society writes, “Pain is not the main reason [people] want to die. It’s the
indignity. It’s the inability to get out of bed or get onto the toilet, let alone drive a
car or go shopping without another’s help” (Janet Good, quoted in Ervin 1997). In
response, Mike Ervin offers a lively rebuttal that the inability to wipe one’s own butt
is hardly unendurable or an inherent mark of degradation. “I haven’t been able to
wipe my own butt for 20-some-odd years now,” he notes, “And every day over all
those years I’ve always figured out a way to get it done” (Ervin 1997). Ervin reflects
that wiper and wipee experience a depth of relationship, a quality of caring and trust
that enhances rather than diminishes the quality of human life. Johnson also high-
lights the care expressed through the ordinary rituals of being washed. Highlighting
her own agency in the relationship, Johnson describes the washing as “entirely practi-
cal and matter of fact,” performed “by someone I’ve chosen, someone following my
instructions” (Johnson 2005, 251). Yet she too alludes to the potent relatedness
expressed in these exchanges. “How strange it would be to do these morning things
in solitude as nondisabled people do,” she reflects; “how natural to feel the touch of
washcloth-covered hands on flesh that is glad to be flesh” (251).8

Although Johnson and Ervin emphasize the connection and vitality they experi-
ence through close relations with attendants, many wheelchair users fiercely cherish
independence. In this context, it is the very inanimacy of the chair that empowers
the wheeler, who moves without the direct mediation of another human body.9 The
chair allows the wheeler to move herself through the world, without needing to nego-
tiate with another human being. Dancer acknowledges with ambivalence the celebra-
tion of capacity and independence encoded in these desires. In a post written in the
aftermath of a serious dance-related injury, Dancer wonders whether the intense
physicality and athleticism of her profession has inadvertently perpetuated ableist
thinking about the body (Wheelchair Dancer 2011c). Describing the experience of
being pushed in her chair, she gives voice both to discomfort with the loss of her
own independence and the intrusion of another individual into the dynamic relation-
ality of wheeler and wheels. Describing two modes of movement she uses when she
cannot wheel herself, she writes:

If I think the person with me is fairly strong, I proffer a hand. We share a
grip; we solidify our shoulders in their sockets and breathe down. I use my
body and my chair as resistance to my extended arm, and the other person
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pulls me. We walk almost side by side, as friends. If the person is not that
strong, they push on the back of my chair, but I keep a firm hand or two
on my wheels. I keep pushing my wheels. In both cases, we move as a
unit, and we work as a unit. (Wheelchair Dancer 2011d)

Both through her corporeal actions and her rhetorical choices, Dancer resists becom-
ing an object of conveyance, one who is moved by the combined efforts of pusher
and chair. The physical gestures she uses to accomplish the push—clasping hands,
walking side-by-side—evoke friendship, not dependence. Her prose likewise highlights
the dynamism and active involvement of the one who receives the push. Dancer
resists the potential dependencies conveyed through the push; she also dislikes the
way being pushed changes her relations with her chair. When Dancer pushes herself,
her movement is intimately connected to “the momentum of stroke and wheel”
(2011d). She describes the movement as powerful and pure, a movement that evokes
“unity” and “oneness”—a coming together of wheeler and wheels. She characterizes
her movements with a series of verbs that evoke a body in rolling motion: “I swerve,
turn, carve, swoop” (2011d). The body on wheels has become a body in flight, mov-
ing with speed and elegance and grace.

Those qualities are sheared away when someone else pushes her. Not only does
the push risk accentuating incapacity, it also changes the physicality of her own
movement. The only person Dancer allows to push her regularly is her husband,
known to blog readers as Wizard. Dancer praises Wizard’s skill in pushing, noting the
way he has come to see and alert her to upcoming bumps in the pavement. Even as
Dancer takes pride in Wizard’s wheel-savvy vision, she notes that he handles these
obstacles differently. Where Dancer assumes her own right-of-way, Wizard “waits for
other walking people.” His push is gentle, careful, full of respect—qualities that Dan-
cer simultaneously appreciates and resists. “He pushes with love and care,” Dancer
notes, “but not with the same joy in movement” (2011d). The joy Dancer draws from
movement comes not simply from the motion itself, but the unity between self and
chair: the trust she feels in her chair and her own body-knowledge, the kinship that
emerges between muscle and metal and tire.

Being pushed creates intimacy between two human beings, not between wheeler
and wheels. Dancer writes:

When the Wizard pushes, he comes down from his great height; his face
is close to mine; he breathes over my shoulder; he sees the world from my
point of view. We are close. Sometimes, I don’t want this closeness—the
default positioning of our bodies means that everything we do is now close
and intimate. Sometimes, I just want to go up the hill; I need him to be
just a pair of arms pushing. In these situations, he invariably wants push-
ing to be an expression of our connection. And he is able to do that; he
can turn an instance of mechanics into a moment of connection. He has
been fabulous at not transmitting the bad parts of our relationship into
the pushing. Even when we are pissed at each other, he can push gently. I
appreciate that: the act of pushing is so deeply personal and intimate that
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I feel I could trust no one else with the project of moving me. (Wheel-
chair Dancer 2011d)

As Dancer parses her response to her partner’s push, she draws attention to the way
the physicality of pushing brings Wizard into her world. In a provocative reversal of
our animacy expectations, Dancer renders Wizard’s strength as a mechanized,
technological aid: “just a pair of arms pushing.” In wishing at times for a cold, inani-
mate push, Dancer marshals those arms as props that facilitate motion. For Wizard,
the push becomes a powerful site of human connection. For Dancer, the act of being
pushed spoils the connection that already exists between wheeler and wheels.

In Dancer’s portrayal, the act of being pushed structures the relations between the
human parties in such a way that it overwrites the relationality that she usually has
with her chair. The animacy relations between wheeler and wheels become subordi-
nate when the wheeler is pushed, when another human being enters into the rela-
tionship. Yet a shared recognition of animacy within wheels can also become a
measure of kinship between humans, a way of marking and deepening the relations a
wheeler has with human companions. To explore this point, I turn to autobiography,
reflecting on the way my own experience of wheelchairs as vibrant beings and pres-
ences in my life conditions my relatedness to friends or strangers.

Among a close circle of friends and family, my wheelchairs are known and spoken
of by name. Naming a wheelchair is an intimate art. For the first few weeks after get-
ting new tech, I am intensely aware of the absence of my knowledge. I do not know
how to refer to her, not in ordinary conversation with my partner or my friends, not
in the silence of my own mind. I roll the words on my tongue, trying out possible syl-
lables. I am waiting to learn the nature of her particulars, to discover the way we will
be together. My chairs have likes and dislikes that shape our own experience
together. My awareness of their preferences emerges from their engineering, from the
material choices that constitute their constructedness. But though these feelings are
rooted in the facts of their physicality, they come to encompass a quality of affect
and emotion. My first scooter was rugged and tough, a scrappy, small Shoprider who
would chug up hills with what I regarded as genuine, mechanical pleasure. My cur-
rent electric scooter is a bit more prissy, inclined to turn up her wheels at thresholds
and treeroots. Over time, I have come to know her contours, her contingencies. I
can feel into her wheels, along the vinyl of her seat cushion, through the metal spine
of her frame. Most of all, I savor the particular quality of relations I have with my
manual chair, the way her tires grip into asphalt or concrete, the way we lean into
curves to flow down a gentle grade, the way I can feel the twinned vibration of earth
and wheel through the soles of my shoes or the balls of my bare feet.

Among friends, my chairs have gender and animacy. They are subjects and actors
in our lives. She bit me, my partner remarks, when one of my chairs gets unruly dur-
ing routine disassembly, when she leaves her mark on shin and flesh. To cross a cer-
tain threshold of friendship seems to virtually require an understanding of my
relations with wheels. When I speak of my chair to outsiders, I am always biting my
tongue. I speak of her as it, making a conscious choice to obscure our relations, to
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minimize her animacy for the sake of fitting myself into the ordinary patterns of the
nondisabled world. It does not come naturally. The grammatical shift from her to it
marks the transition from intimate to ordinary space. When I speak of her in doctor’s
offices, when I give instructions to taxi drivers about her disassembly, I shear away
the marks of her animacy. It is a strategic estrangement from my truest self, a mea-
sure of the way conventional conceptions fail to encompass the complex relationality
and vibrant animacies that shape my own identity.

An activist stance vis-�a-vis disability often entails explicit challenges to prevail-
ing animacy schemes, a revaluation of both material and human beings that ableist
culture considers “inert,” “barely alive,” or “better off dead.” Among disability acti-
vists, queer animacies express the intimate relationality of a life lived with wheels.
For many wheelers, moving with and through our chairs becomes an expression of
complex selfhood, as well as an experience of sensuous pleasure that queers conven-
tional conceptions of how humans should relate to things. In encounters between
friends and strangers, on the stage or through the page, wheelers’ queer animacies
become a means of feminist political resistance, a way of asserting the liveliness
and beauty not only of the wheels themselves, but of the vibrance and vitality of a
disabled life.

NOTES

1. On the way disabled bodies reveal not only the physical but also the social facts
of space, see Siebers 2009, 296.

2. Notions of disability cultures and communities are notoriously slippery. In this
essay, I focus my attention on authors and artists who self-identify as disabled and who
explicitly situate their literary, artistic, or political work in terms of disability. On the
complexity of disability identity, see Davis 2000.

3. Sharon Betcher argues that in the secular-spiritual discourse of postmodernity,
health has become the “soteriological horizon” of the contemporary age (Betcher 2015).

4. Though I focus here on queer relations across human and nonhuman lines, Karen
Barad emphasizes the queerness of nonhuman creatures, asserting that atoms and animals
alike display a dizzying array of queer indeterminacies and modes of relationship that
destabilize conventional notions of binary identity and individuality (Barad 2012).

5. Although Dancer occasionally incorporates African-influenced movements in her
own work, she notes that she has had few opportunities to work with African or Black
companies. In most cases, her disabled body “does not have a place” in companies focus-
ing on West African dance or in auditions for black dancers (Wheelchair Dancer 2011b).

6. Wheelchair Dancer suggests that disability complicates debates in feminist and
dance circles about whether dance critics should comment on the nature of a dancer’s
body, particularly the way in which standards of female body beauty are deployed repres-
sively in the world of professional dance (Wheelchair Dancer 2011e).

7. In popular culture, the pervasive association between disabled people and the
cyborg stems not just from Haraway’s formulation, but from a broader tendency to use the
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term cyborg to refer to physical augmentation of human bodies with and without disabili-
ties. See Cromby and Standen 1999, 97.

8. On the intimacy and intercorporeality that emerges between disabled persons and
their attendants, see Fritsch 2010.

9. Within blind communities, debates related to “proper” use of mobility aids reveal
the way in which independence is configured in inverse relation to animacy. As Darla
Schumm and Michael Stoltzfus observe, “there are some who argue that white cane use is
far superior to guide dogs because the cane promotes total independence and autonomy,
while using a guide dog still requires dependence on another being” (Schumm and Stolzfus
2011, 116). For further discussion of the intersection of gender identity, blindness, and dis-
courses of independence, see Kudlick 2005.
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